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to limit frosh admissions

Durham, N .H .

by Ron Winslow
AssH News Editor

Life Studies proposes general education program
by Regan Robinson
Staff Reporter
A change in the L ife Studies
Program was approved Friday,
permitting freshmen and sopho
mores to study In a general edu
cation curriculum.
L ife Studies is currently a
supplementary course program.
The proposal for the program
for next semester has to be ap
proved for implementation by the
Council for Educational Innova
tions and by the Dean’ s Con
ference for funding.
University cooperation re
garding money and "released
time’ ’ for faculty w ill determine
the number of students accepted
into the program and the number
of workshops.
A professor acquires release
time, a decreased course load,
depending upon the
time he
spends in LUe Studies. This
year almost all of the more than

Foram
The next student forum is
Wednesday night at 7:00 in
theCarrollRoom of the Memo
ria l Union. Issues to be dis
cussed are: The L ife Studies
Program , Validity of tJnivor-

sity. Parking
Regulations,
Freshman Class Officers, University Admissions Policy
and any other issues students
would like to discuss. Mem
bers of the Student Caucus
w ill be there, and urge their
critics to also attend - instead
o f unjustly labeling the Cau
cc
cus as unresponsive.

40 faculty members who teach
L ife Studies were doing so as an
overload.
The
Executive Board feels
very strongly that adequate re
lease time is essential to the
program.
Some
professors’
willingness to work with Life
Studies is dependent on whether
or not they have release time.
Robert Congdon, director of
Counseling-Testing Center, ex
pressed the doubt that a pro
fessor can be very effective
anywhere if he Is working with
an overload.
Core seminar
Advising is a very important
segment of the program and will
be handled in a core seminar.
The seminar, as explained in the
L ife Studies proposal f o r ’ 69-’ 70,
w ill identify and evaluate indi
vidual needs and goals, to bring
meaning to the student’ s educa
tion. Instruction in basic skills
in communication w ill replace
the freshman English require
ment. Introduction and investi
gation of various aspects of Uni
versity life will be a third core
seminar objective.
Each seminar would consist
of 10-15 students, one faculty
member and possibly one or two
student assistants. The seminar
w ill meet regularly through the
year, and will provide a kind of
home base for participating students.

Some of the Executive Board
members protested against mak
ing the core seminar a require
ment. Robert Fried, instructor
in English, and associate direct
or o fX ife Studies, feels that if a
freshman wants to be part of the
total program he will want to be
in the seminar. A board member
suggested the seminar be offer
ed as a choice, with freshman

Professor’s house burns,
student escapes injury
Durham firemen braved dense
smoke and intense heat to search
through a burning house Saturday
night looking for a UNH coed
who was believed to be sleeping
in an upstairs bedroom.
Four of the firefighters suf
fered Injuries, but the student,
A lice MacKinnon, was unharmed.
She had left the house about an
hour before the fire broke out
to go for a walk.
The house is owned by Paul
Brockelman,
associate
pro
fessor of philosophy, Brockel
man, his wife, and two chil
dren were away when the fire
broke out.
Miss MacKinnon,
a junior from Berlin, rents a
room in the house on Emerson
Road.
Fire Captain Roland LaRoche,
Lt. James Breslin, and call fire
men Theodore Comstock Jr. and
Michael Cowan, a UNH student,
suffered cuts of the hands and
wrists as they broke heavy glass
to get into the building. They
were all treated at the scene
by members of the Durham Am
bulance Corps and returned to
duty.
F ire Chief John F. Donovan
said one end of the house was

a sheet of flames when the first
truck arrived. Capt. LaRoche,
in charge of the truck which
responded to the still alarm,
ordered Box 31 sounded to call
out the whole department.
Firemen knocked down the fire
outside the house, then raised
ladders to two 2nd-floor win
dows to search for Miss Mac
Kinnon.
Chief Donovan said he believed
the fire started near the en
trance of electrical power. The
heavy smoke and intense heat
did
considerable
damage
throughout the house, although
the fire was confined to the
lower levels.
A power transformer onapole
across Emerson Road exploded
and rained sparks down on En
gine 3 as call fireman Theron
T ir re ll was moving it out from
in under the power lines. He
was not injured.
The box alarm created traffic
confusion as crowds were leaving
Snively Arena from the inter
scholastic hockey championship
game, and beginning to arrive
in Durham for the Class L bas
ketball final at the UNH Field
House.

Nader to speak Thursday
on environmental hazards
Ralph Nader, leader of the cru
sade for consumer rights, will
present a speech entitled, “ En
vironmental Hazards: Man-made
and Man-remedied,’ ’ Thursday
at 1 p.m. in the Field House,
sponsored by UNHITE (UNHImprove the Environment.) A
question-and-answer period will
follow Nader’ s lecture.
According to Nader, "P o llu 
tion is a prime national crime.
There
is something
funda
mentally wrong when the same
government that allocates $200
million to subsidize supersonic
flights,
metes out only $46
million to protect the health
of the nation. It is a great folly
not to allocate resources and

money to combat pollution of air,
water and soil.’ ’
Among Nader’ s highly-publi
cized battle Issues are sanitary
codes of the meat and fish in
dustries, the dangers of radia
tion over-exposure in medical
and dental X-rays, and gaspipeline safety.
Tickets are $1 and are avail
able at the UNHITE office in
W olff House, the reception desk
o f the Union, Town and Campus,
and the Ticket Office and Inter
national
Students
Office in
Huddleston Hall.
The balance
left
after Nader’ s
expenses
are paid w ill help finance UNHIT E ’ s
Environmental TeachIn on Apr. 22.

English as the alternative.
The board decided that if an
individual felt he wanted to drop
the seminar, it was up to him to
take his case before the direct
ors or the board. It was also
suggested that at the end of the
first semester an individual’ s
continuation of the core seminar
be contingent upon the student’ s
evaluation of the course.
The
suggested
first-year
curriculum would consist of a
core seminar and participation
in at least one workshop. Two
more units of study w ill be re
quired, but the choice is up to the
student whether he w ill be in
L ife Studies or some other Uni
versity courses. A student may
be enrolled in a maximum of four
workshops.
With advising provided by the•
core
seminar
leader, it is
possible to fix each student’ s
program to meet requirements
of a specific major. A technology
student who has to start filling
his major requirements first
semester at the University can
still
participate in the Life
Studies Program by taking two
workshops and two of his major
requirements.
The second year is designed
with more flexibility and allows
the student to concentrate his ef
forts where he desires. During
the academic year the student

w ill participate in a minimum of
three workshops. At least two of
those workshops must be other
than the ones he took in his first
year.
In-depth study
A sophomore project in co
operation with a workshop will
give the student four credits each
semester he is Involved in the
project. The purpose is to enicourage self-initiated in-depth
study associated with a work
shop.
The Executive Board w ill de
cide who w ill be accepted into
the program. Prospective fresh
men will be mailed information
during the summer and through
L ife
Studies representatives
available at summer orientation.
From the number who apply, ran
dom selection w ill choose the
students. Fried wants to make
sure that the program gets a fair
cross-section of students, "Th e
program is not for the elite,
but the average.’ ’
There
will be spaces made
for sophomores who want to take
a maximum of two workshops.
These will be available for pre
registration. However, the sus
pension of basic and distribution
requirements for freshmen can
not be offered to sophomores.
, L ife Studies was installed this
year as an experimental interim
fContinued on naee 2)

University increases
dormitory rent
ROOM RENTS FOR TH E A C A D E M IC Y E A R
Men's Halls — Doubles

East & West
Engelhard!
Gibbs
Hunter
Alexander
Lord
Sawyer
So. Congreve
Stoke 1
Christensen B & C

1969-1970
$276
306
306
306
350
350
350
336
390
500

1970-71
$300
340
340
340
390
390
390
390
410
540

A proposal to restrict fresh
man admissions to 1830 students
for the 1970-71 year was killed
by the University Senate last
night after almost two hours of
debate centered on University
admissions policies.
The Senate approved another
proposal by a vote of 52-6 re
quiring “ that all policies and
plans regarding University adpiisslons procedures and enroll
ment levels be brought to the Se
nate for discussion and appro
priate action.’ ’
Both bills were Introduced by
Thomas Burns, assistant pro
fessor o f sociology, in response
to University plans to admit
2,175 freshmen next year, over
300 more than last fall.
The administration is admit
ting more students to raise al
ready committed funds which the
legislature did not provide last
year.
The University chose
this method over an In-state
tuition increase and six other
alternatives after last summer’ s
legislative session.

pen student revolt.
The restricting proposal also
carried a clause directing the
president and the Board of Trus
tees to approach Governor Wal
ter Peterson and the State L e 
gislature for additional funds
during the coming special ses
sion.
That clause was killed with the
rest of the proposal after Mc
Connell and Academic V ice-P re
sident Eugene M ills spoke at
length on the effects of excluding
the students and the money they
will bring in.
Untim ely measure
McConnell said his basic ar
gument against the measure was
its untlmeliness. Commitments
have already been made. “ Shall
we revoke the contracts we have
already sent out, or revoke pro
mises we have rnade to depart
ments for new positions,” Mc
Connell asked.
The president said there are
some facts which add different
light to the problem. "W e are
operating this semester with450
less students than last se
mester,” he said.
“ And we
are under the 4-R system which
has accentuated the problem.”
Several departments consider
two courses, or eight credits
a normal teaching load where
last year it was three courses,
or nine credits.
"W e can’t do away with these
problems just by eliminating stu
dents,” McConnell said.
M ills outlines the progress of
committees working on the mat
ter of crowded courses and de
partments. "W e are presently
compiling statistics of liberal
arts demands for next semes
ter,” Mills said.
He said the proposal to cut
freshman
enrollment
would
freeze all new positions in the
University, including graduate,
instructional and clerical. He
also said it would take the ground
out of the effort to plan for the
situation next fall.
Gordon
Haaland, associate
professor of psychology, spoke
most strongly in favor of re
stricting admissions.
“ We are an Institution making
educational policy purely on fi
nancial grounds,” he said. "Th e
Senate has an opportunity to be
come one of the first institutions
to consider educational policy
first.”

McConnell amendment
The bill for Senate review
o f admissions procedures was
passed after it was modified by
an amendment by University
President John McConnell. The
president also led opposition to
the proposal to restrict admis
sions.
Burns, who spurred Senate
consideration of the admissions
procedures last month, issued
both bills because o f his con
tention that the University in
expanding in number is taking on
responsibilities it can not handle.
“ The current number of stu
dents enrolled in the University
exceeds the capacity of the fa
culty to provide an adequate num
ber of courses, and in many
instances
suitable
course
sizes,’ ’ Burns said in introducing
the restricting measure.
He also said the housing and
health facilities and limits in
the advising programs are in
adequate for present
student
levels, not to mention an in
creased number.
"T h e number of students en
rolled also exceeds the capacity
o f the administration to antici
pate problems within the Univer
sity,” Burns contended, and to
plan for the orderly develop
ment of the University rather
than be led from one crisis
to the next.” He said the re
sult of similar circumstances
ol£?owhoro has a m plified into o-

'Approval'
The
Senate considered the
measure concerning the Senate’ s
role in acting on admissions pro
posals first. Burns originally
proposed that the Senate approve
all policies, plans and proposals

The University has announced
adjustments in room charges
following recent action by the
Board of Trustees.
Changes range from a $6 de
crease for a double room in
International House to a $80
increase for a single room in
Christensen.
The
new rate
schedule, which becomes effect
ive Sept. 1, represents an aver
age increase of $40 per year for
unmarried
students living in
residence halls.
Rising costs of constructing
and operating newer dormi
tories,
including the cost of
labor, equipment and supplies,
and increased debt service
charges
connected with con
struction of new residence halls,
were given by the Housing Of
fice as reasons for the increases.

No changes have been made
in rent schedules for Forest
Park,
the University’ s apart
ment complex for married stu
dents, according to the Housing
Office. Assistant Director John
Curtis said that despite the rate
change scheduled for next se
mester,
room rates here are
lowest among the six state uni
versities of New England. The
24 campus dormitories now
house 60 per cent of the student
enrollment.
Annual rent charges now range
from a low of $276 for a double
room in East-West Halls, to a
high figure of $550 for a single
room in Christensen. The new
range for the same rooms, said
Curtis, will be between $300 and
$630. Rents were last Increased
in September, 1967.

regarding matters of admissions
and enrollment levels.
Many Senate members were
upset over the word "approval”
and engaged in nearly one hour
of discussion about the impli
cations of the word.
Richard Davis, dean of theCollege of Technology, expressed
concern that "approval” meant
detailed Senate implementation
and supervision of the ad
missions policies. "Evaluation
and discussion is one thing,”
Davis said, “ but putting this body
into a position of handling dayto-day operations is wrong.”
M ills supported Davis, and
McConnell amended the measure
substituting “ appropriate ac
tion’ ’ for approval. The Senate
considered the merits of and
the difference between the two
versions for 45 minutes before
approving McConnell’ s amend
ment.
Deeper insight
One senator said the Senate
is a body of dialogue to dis
cuss issues. Approval, however,
requires deeper insight into the
matters at hand. "W e are not
professional
politicians,” he
said. "W e can’t afford to spend
all our time here.”
John Voll, assistant professor
of history, countered that argu
ment. " A s professional educa
tors we do have some Insight
from our own experience, and an
increased amount o f data from
other institutions,” Voll said.
"W e should have some competance and capacity to approve
certain things, especially where
it concerns the nature of educa
tion, such as in admissions ques
tions. Politicians should not have
the power of approval where it
affects the nature of education.”
A fter the Senate approved the
motion with the "appropriate ac
tion” clause, Steve Kenton, gra
duate senator, asked for a de
finition o f the term. McConnell
said it could mean no action,
approval or disapproval. A ques
tion from Alfred Forsyth, assis
tant professor of psychology,on
whether Senate action would be
binding was left essentially un
answered.
The Senate will reconvene next
Monday afternoon in special ses
sion to consider student wel
fare and judicial committee pro
posals, and to hear progress
reports from ROTC and the Black
Student Affairs program.
W illiam McLaughlin chair
man of the Student Caucus an
nounced there will be a Student
Forum Wednesday evening at
7:00 p.m. in the Memorial Union.
Room draw w ill begin next
Monday and continue until Apr.
12.
A
completed Room and
Board Agreement form with a
$50 pre-payment fee must ar
rive at the Housing Office within
that time.
A ll rooms not reserved during
room draw will be used by the in
coming freshman class. Any stu
dent dh campus desiring a room
for next year will have to partici
pate in room draw, according to
the Housing Office.
The Housing Office expects to
have rooms assigned and notifi
cations sent out prior to Reading
Period. Further Information can
be obtained from the Housing Of
fice
and from
resident as
sistants.

Women's Halls — Doubles
1969-1970
$290
346
340
340
350
340
360
370
360
390
400
410
500

Smith
No. Congreve
Fairchild
Hetzel
McLaughlin
Scott
Hitchcock
Jessie Doe
Randall
Stoke II
Devine
Hubbard
Christensen

1970-71
$340
390
390
390
390
390
410
410
410
410
450
450
540

Men's Halls - ' Singles
1969-1970
East & West
Engelhard!
Gibbs
Hunter
Alexander
Lord
Sawyer
So. Congreve
Stoke 1
Christensen B & C

326
356
356
356
400
400
400
386
440
550

1970-71
350
390
390
390
440
440
440
440
460
630

Women's Halls — Singles
Smith
No. Congreve
Fairchild
Hetzel
McLaughlin
Scott
Hitchcock
Jessie Doe
Randall
Stoke II
Devine
Hubbard
Christensen

1969-1970
340
396
390
390
400
390
410
420
410
440
450
460
550

1970-71
390
440
440
440
440
440
460
460
460
460
540
540
630

Room rentsfor East Hall (top photo) and neighboring West are the iowest on campus.
Christianson Hall (lower photo) is the newest dorm itory, and aiso the most expensive.

photos by Sibley
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Educational Innovations Week forum
discusses the University’s role in society
by Ron Winslow
Ass't News Editor
A forum which began as an at
tempt to define student freedom
at UNH progressed Into a dis
cussion of the University’ s roie
in society Thursday night in
one of the final events of Edu
cational Innovations Week.
Mark Wefers, student body
president, John McConnell, Uni
versity president, Peter Syl
vester, associate professor of
philosophy and David Ellis, as
sistant academic vice president,
spoke to about 150 students and
faculty at Richards Auditorium,
Murkland Hall.
The panelists aimed for a
definition of student freedom by
addressing the question "How
should a student change at UNH?”
"T h e ideal effect of the Uni
versity
would bring out
a
person’ s desire to learn, to be
free to be a scholar,” W efers
said.
" I t should bring out a
person’ s freedom.”
He said the grading system
pits students against one another
and confines them to a quest for
grades rather than knowledge.
"Freedom Involves respect
between faculty, students and
administrators,”
the student
government
president added.
" W e ’ ve come a long way here,
but it’ s not here yet. We won’ t
have a community until students
have the obvious things like free
dom
from requirements and
freedom in dorm itories.”
E llis
said the
University
should provide a flexible atmos
phere so the student has a chance
to develop his own style of life.
" I ’ ve not sure all people want
to
work without
some con

life Studies
(Continued from page 1)
program. It served as a supple
mentary course program which
Involved over 700 students in 41
workshops through the year.
L ife Studies, as stated in the
original
proposal, seeks “ to
provide human community, aca
demic
excitement,
a variety
of learning conditions within
which students w ill be encour
aged to test and try, to question
and confront, and eventually to
grow into their potential selves
at their own pace.”
According to Congdon, chair
man of the evaluation committee,
a majority of students Indicated
that the successful experience
in Life Studies would make them
bring a more Independent and
questioning

attitude

to other

courses and would help make
other courses more meaningful.

straint,” Ellis added. "Some
would like to operate in a fixed
structure.”
E llis
said the
University
should allow a student to develop
on his own, while, at the same
time,
serving the traditional
function of preparing him for
what he wants to do. But he says
there is a gap created between
these two functions.
"W e don’t relate what is within
the man or woman with what we
do here,” he said. "W e must
Increase
awareness
and the
chance to test the inside man
and the life he lives on the
outside.”
Sylvester criticized the Uni
versity for its failure in liberal
arts.
He said the University
should help create a center for
the student’ s life and aim it at
some space so it can open up
and become effective.
"What kind of space do we
provide for a person who wants
a liberal education,” Sylvester
mused.
"W e don’t offer very
much.”
He said the weakness of lib
eral arts stems from technologi
cal society and the aim o f the
University to create students in
its own image.
"W e
should be
preparing
people for a world they have to
go into,
not into the world
where we come from ,” Syl
vester said.
He suggested deemphasizing,
but not eliminating the depart
ment system, which, he says,
is too professionally oriented.
McConnell, the final speaker
on the panel,
said the basic
function of the University is to
provide an environment where
students can grow naturally and

find a way to Improve their
qualities.
" A college education should
make an individual competent,”
McConnell said. " N o one canwatch Guy Smith on the hockey
rink without being excited by the
way ho skates. I ’ d like to see
a person develop his mind to
think, to analyse, and to explain
so that he is exciting too.”
The
audience
participated
after the speakers completed
their remarks.
The
topics
evolved from student freedom,
in an emotional crescendo to the
University’ s role in social prob
lems, and even to the relevance
o f the University itself.
Some students contended they
were not being prepared to attack
the issues of poverty and racism
with the education they were re
ceiving at the University. They
also maintained the University
excluded the poor and working
classes, who, they said, need
the education most.
There was an exchange be
tween faculty and students in
the audience with those on the
panel, expressing concern about
a lack of liberal education and a
lack of relevant training. Robby
Fried, director o f L ife Studies,
suggested the University develop
a two-semester year with one
devoted to study and one ex
pressly for field work.

The original aim of the work
shop structure, according to the
first proposal, was “ to avoid
the departmentalization ofknowledge by organizing our program
around issues and ideas, rather
than disciplines.”
Multi-faceted topics
Discussion of next sem ester’ s
workshops
by the Executive
Board showed that the faculty
involved
want more
multi
faceted, inter - disciplinary top
ics for workshops.
Executive
Board
member
Langley Wood, professor and
chairman of zoology, explained
an idea he has for a workshop
which
illustrates the type of
workshop wanted by L ife Studies.
The workshop is titled “ Is Sur
vival Possible?” and would com
bine studies of environmental
sciences, political sciences and
technology.
Ideas or issues for workshops

are welcomed by the Executive
Board during this period o f plan
ning for next semester.
L ife Studies Executive Board
has devoted some consideration
to how the program can have
interaction with the University.
One o f the objectives stated in
last year’ s proposal was that Life
Studies would better prepare stu
dents to appreciate and to con
tribute to the intensive courses
of study offered by various de
partments.
While a student is in the full
program, there is maximum twoway access between the program
and the University, L ife Studies
makes
no request for social
alienation from the rest of the
University beyond asking for
office space, lounges and semi
nar room facilities. L ife Studies
has been granted this request,
and it moved last Monday into
Schofield House.

HELP!
Are you interested in:
Would you like to write about them?
If so, please contact
Fine Arts Editor Pat Bowie at the NEW HAM PSH IR E,

Fried suggested this as the
best way to mediate between
education and training, and a way
for the University to attack social
ills.
“ The day that nobody shows
up for a social work class, is the
day that the University has begun
to solve some of the problems,”
Fried said.

music?
films ?
orf?
dromo?
do nee?

or call 862-1662 after I p.m.

V O LU M E DRESS PANTS
Keeping in step with fashion trends in
other segments of the pants market, large
manufacturers are counting on patterns and
textured weaves to move customers into the
fashion field.
P a tte rn s are nothing new to these
manufacturers. They've always had a few
ranges of muted checks and plaids in hand.
However, their new offerings are no longer
quiet fancies but include ranges o f eye
g ra b b in g c o lo r packed stripes, plaids.
Herringbones and windowpanes.
As far as textured weaves are concerned,
the volume slax makers are knee-deep in
Donegals (salt and pepper effect), barley-
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corus, hopsacks, bones and
twills, and,
they've got these weaves plain and fancy —
like stripes on tw ill and Herringbone stripes
on Donegal.
Now, to further indicate that they mean
business, these pant manufacturers have held
the line on prices. They're offering new
fashion ranges in volume retail price levels
starting
at $10 and staying under $20.
They're offering a fashion pant at a price
everyone can afford. Come down and look
at our spring line of fashion right slax.

Youth culture faces possible absorption
by Nancy Hayden
The absorption of the youth
culture by the establishment Is
one major problem facing the
counter culture In today’ s so
ciety, said Val Dusek, Instruct
or of philosophy, In a lecture Sun
day night at the Union.
About 40 persons attended the
lecture, sponsored by Students
for a Democratic Society.
"T h e re Is a great deal of easy
praise and easy criticism of to
day’ s youth culture,” said Dusek,
"but the problem Is that most
people throw all the aspects of the
culture In one bag and either
completely praise It or com
pletely criticize.”
Those who praise the counter
culture see It as rejecting the
Protestant work ethic and the
necessity to fit Into a certain
work slot. It develops Individu
alism and gives a feeling of
freedom and control ofone’ sown
life.
C ritics see the culture as a
form of “ anti-working class as
ceticism ” — a luxury for the
person who has enough money to
drop out and who feels in a
position to reject a commodity
society. This philosophy de
velops the bad side of individu

alism, resulting in egotistical
Isolation and withdrawal.
A common criticism of iso
lationism is that it Is not viable.
Attempted communal societies In
the 19th century failed because
they were absorbed by the estab
lishment culture. But criticism
of counter-institutions, such as
self-supporting communes and
free universities, are not neces
sarily criticism s of the counter
culture Itself, said Dusek,
A comparison can be made to
the leftist movement In Europe
and parts of Am erica in the early
20th century.
This counter
culture had Its own meeting
places.
Its own writers, and
was taken seriously by the rest
of society. In many ways It was
equal to and a challenge to the
establishment culture.
Today’ s counter-culture dif
fers In that It is more the
aesthetic side of the challenge,
concerning dress, music, and
art forms which need not be re
served for theaters and gal
leries.
The question of whether or not
the youth culture w ill be co
opted by the establishment Is
open to debate, according to
Dusek.
Those who say it is
being absorbed are right to an
extent.

Material
objects,
such as
beads, clothing, and posters are
definitely being taken over, as
well as some relationships such
as sensitivity sessions,
and
T-groups. But, said Dusek, this
does not necessarily mean the
entire culture w ill be co-opted.
“ The absorption of art forms
is really not such a terrible
thing,” Dusek commented, " It
may force a kind of cultural
reform and change of attitude.”
This type of co-opting Is simi
la r to the absorption of black
culture in the 19th and 20th
centures. Most of today’ s music
and dances have been taken over
In one way or another from the
blacks.
The origins of counter-culture
can be seen In the early part
of this century, when a small
group of intellectuals supported
muckraking and progressivlsm,
or socialism. There was a con
flict of generations, but it didn’t
go as far as today’ s movement.
In the 30’ s there was a straight
radical
movement,
to com
munism or the New Deal. This,
too, tended to degenerate Into
establishment
culture.
"In
fact,” Dusek continued, “ many
Communist propagandizing tech
niques were absorbed by Holly
wood and Madison Avenue.”

One peculiarity of today’ s cul
ture and counter-culture is the
importance of the mass media.
The aesthetic value of using
media such as television for get
ting demonstrations across to
many people is becoming In
creasingly Important. As Dusek
said, “ it*ls difficult for a radical
with a mimeograph machine to
keep up with the media available
to the establishment.”
A major problem In evaluat
ing the effectiveness of the youth
culture, according to Dusek, Is
that both sides, pro and con,
tend to confuse the means and
the ends.
C ritics say the counter cul
ture can’t be a political end
in itself. There must be wide
spread change in the present
system of distribution of wealth
before the culture can be spread
to everyone. Some may be living
the revolution now, but they can’t
influence those living under the
burden of debts and time-pay
ments.
Therefore the critics
have
dismissed the counter
culture as a means o f getting
people concerned.
The youth culturists, on the
other hand,
see their move
ment as an end in Itself, when
It can only be a means to allow
everyone to participate.

Allan Cohen says he’s in business of
helping people learn from experience
by Kathy Novak
Allan Cohen, assistant profes
sor of business administration,
(promoted to
associate pro
fessor effective next July) says
he is in the business of helping
people learn from experience
and is trying to learn from his
own experience.
Cohen and Herman Gadon, pro
fessor of business, both spend
one-half of their time on SCORE,
(the tutorial program), SEAP,
(Seacoast Educational Advance
ment Program),
and VISTA
(Volunteers in Service to A m eri
ca). Cohen says this work has
been a real learning experience.
" I ’ ve learned about the local
communities, learned what com
munity
organizing
involves,
learned
about the
nature of
power, and I ’ ve learned hell of a
lot about poverty.”
Cohen became involved with
SCORE because he wanted to get
involved in something of some
social consequence in the local
area.
"1 care about creating
more human groups
and so
cieties, and about the question of
helping
people develop, and
SCORE seemed like a natural
way to put them together,” he
said.
The VISTA projects in Dover
and
Portsmouth grew out of
SCORE,
using some SCORE
people and some community vol
unteers.
SEAP
coordinates
SCORE, VISTA, and other pro
jects.
“ I ’ ve learned how slow genuine
social change is ,” said Cohen.
“ I believe that change must start
on a personal level. A person
must learn to work with his
friends, not try to convert his
enemies. He must learn towork
with his strengths,
not fight
his weaknesses.”

Allan Cohen, associate professor of business a^lministration
and his w ife, Joyce, entertain their daughter, $ydney.
“ Sensitivity training is one
tool for helping people under
stand how they’ re seen by others,
making them aware of other
people’ s feelings, understanding
how groups work, and givingthem
a
better understanding about
their work style.”
Cohen,
who has a doctoral
degree in organizational behav
ior,
noted that the field has
focused
in industry because
people have been more receptive

How come SO many
$2,995 cars
end up costing
$4,000?
Options. Just add on a few of them and in a matter
of minutes you can add a thousand dollars to the cost
of the car.
But it won’t happen if you buy a Volvo from us.
We sell a complete car, not a do-it-youself kit.
Volvo comes equipped with 4-speed synchromesh
transmission; 4-wheel power disc brakes; whitewall
tires; two undercoatings; rear window defroster; deluxe
upholstery; reclining bucket seats; rear seat armrest;
windshield washer and 2-speed wipers; Jrip odometer;
alternator; and a steering wheel lock so a thief can’t
take it all away from you.
Necessities like these are included in the basic
price of every Volvo, itemized on the price tag, and
marked “ $.00.”
Which means no charge.
So for the price-conscious car buyer, it’s a most
rewarding experience to come in to our showroom, look
at a Volvo price tag, and total i
the cost of the $.00
equipment.

Jay Collins

WENTWORTH MOTOR CO., INC.

there than in educational institu
tions, hospitals, and other places
where one might expect them to
be receptive.
However, Cohen said the skills
he has for working with groups
and helping them to work to
gether are equally applicable to
non-business groups.
In any group that works to
gether, he said,
people must
answer such questions as who
has influence in the group, how

St. Pierre
Et Miquelon
oral french summer school
C om e to $ t . Pierre this
summer and learn to speak
French as spoken in France.
A t the same time, enjoy a
fascinating holiday in this
overseas territory of France,
in North America. The $aint
P i e r r a is are w arm and
friendly, and the surrounding
sea and mountains provide an
atmosphere
of delightful
relaxation. Students board in
private homes, pensions or
small hotels.
Beginners, Intermediate and
Advanced levels — four weeks
— July or August. Tuition
and board: approximately
$32 0.00 (Canadian funds)
F o r f u r th e r in fo rm a tio n
write: Oral French Summer
School, Division o f University
E x te n s io n , U niversity of
Toronto, 84 Queen's Park,
T o ro n to
1 8 1 , O n ta r io ,
Canada.

close people are going to be to
each other, how people grow and
develop within the organization,
and what people have to do to be
accepted within the group.
He feels it is much harder to
do sensitivity training with a
group that will continue to work
together than with a group of
strangers.
“ Strangers are dying to get
past their loneliness,” he said.
Although he finds the T-Group
(T for training) course both fun
and satisfying to teach, he thinks
the good experiences people have
in the groups are probably only
temporary.
He complained that, because of
his association with T-groups,
“ I get put in the touchy-feely
bag. Though I do like touching
and feeling, I don’ t much like
being stereotyped.”
Paul Brockelman, associate
professor of philosophy, who is
presently teaching a L ife Studies
course with Cohen, called him
"one of the most intellectually
stimulating people on campus.”
“ He’ s beautiful to workwith,”
said Brockelman. “ He’ s very
honest emotionally and person
ally, and extraordinarily dedi
cated
and hard-working.
I
can’t praise him highly enough.”
Brockelman pointed out that
Cohen is on the Executive Board
of the L ife Studies Program. He
said that Cohen has recently be
come more interested in educa
tional and institutional change.
“ He’ s always been Interested
in
helping individuals,” said
Brockelman. "N ow he feels
there isn’t enough time to deal
only with individuals, that larger
organizational changes must be
made.”
Cohen and his wife Joyce re
cently returned from the Hague,
Netherlands.
Cohen was sent
by the Whittemore School on
behalf
of UNH
to help the
Institute of Social Studies there
revise its
public administra
tion curriculum. The institute
trains civil servants from devel
oping countries.
Cohen, Gadon and Jan Clee,
dean of the Whittemore School,
are going to the institute for a
week next August to do a team
building seminar.
Monica King, a junior art
major who met Cohen through
SCORE, visited him and his wife
in Holland.
“ He’ s a fantastic
person to know personally,” she
said.
" I think a lot of people
are afraid of him because they
are overcome by his reputation
for
greatness, but he’ s very
open and understanding.”
On Washington’ s Birthday, the
Cohens had their first child, a
daughter,
Sydney Fae. Mrs.
Cohen had attended a natural
childbirth clinic in Holland where
she learned the breathing and
other
special
techniques of
natural childbirth.
Cohen was present for the
birth, and called it "the most
fantastic experience I ’ ve ever
been a part of.”
The Cohens live in a house by
the
water designed by Ralph
Harris of Hampton Beach, who
designed the formerCoastGuard
observation station at Hampton
Point.
When Cohen originally de(Contlnued on page 3)
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Pollution is inherent in

College credits available through examination

achievements of our culture
The problem of pollution will
not be solved by smog devices
on automobiles or high grade
fuel In factories, according to
Dr. Ralph Borsodl, of Exeter and
member of UNHITE.
Pollution walks hand-ln-hand
with the achievements of our
culture;
until there Is a re
orientation of our goals as a
nation, pollution w ill continue,
he added.
“ This nationwide program and
Its proposals for legislation are
Inadequate, because they don’ t
ask what the real source o f the
problem Is. What Is the use of
reducing smog by 50 percent,
then producing 50 percent more
automobiles?”
“ We must persuade those who
are planning the teach-in to face
the fact that most o f their pro
posals w ill have no effect, unless
they deal with the causes of
pollution and not with its symp
toms.” Borsodl continued. “ We
w ill not stop pollution until we are
ready to sit down and discuss
causes; such an approach will
make the teach-in much more
valuable,”
To accomplish this, Borsodl
suggested a public meeting or
panel discussion to deal with the
causes of pollution.
" I f done

properly, this discussion would
provide a challenge to and pro
voke
tremendous excitement
from various departments of the
University,” he explained.
In a statement addressed to
the University, Borsodl said;
“ Vital problems are never
solved with superficial expedi
ents. Ending pollution Is a vital
problem. L ife for all mankind
depends on how quickly it Is
ended."
“ Yet the sad fact is that exist
ing proposals for dealing with
pollution deal only with the symp
toms o f what is wrong. They not
only Ignore the causes of the
problem; those who are clammoring for the legislation called
for in these proposals do not even
know what the causes are.
“ Isn’ t this the time to ask
questions that go to the root of
the problem?’ ’
"Is n ’t It time to ask what
the causes are?’ ’
“ Isn’t It time to distinguish
between the causes and the symp
toms of the pollution problem?^’
“ Pollution I s a plague— ills
a plague that Is going to be more
deadly than the Black Plague.
The Black Plague killed millions;
(.Continued on page 5)

Students who have been absent
from classrooms for two or more
years now have the opportunity
to acquire college credit through
demonstrated achievement on the
College Level Entrance Exami
nation.
According to Eugene Savage,
UNH Id lrector of admissions,
“ the tests are intended for people
removed from a formal educa
tional setting.” Those included
imder this program would be re
turned veterans who during their
enlistment had read and studied
various courses of instruction.
Through their experience these
people would have gainqd know
ledge in specific areas equivilent to certain courses at the
college level.
On January 7, 1970 the Dean’ s
Conference adopted the policy for
awarding academic credit. The
University’ s Board of Trustees
followed up favorable endorse
ments by the faculty and deans
of the colleges concerned. On
January 17 they approved adop
tion of the program.
According to the provisions

Academic credits offered
for some UNHITE projects
The Office of the Academic
Vice President has recently
granted the departments permis
sion to offer academic credit for
students involved in environ
mental projects for UNHITE.
“ It was just one of those ideas
that popped up at a meeting and
was tossed around,” commented
Nancy Wlnterbottom,
one of
UNHITE’ s co-chairmen.
“ We
talked it over and received per
mission to offer the program,
provided that we advise in
terested
students to drop one
of their present courses before
taking on anything for us.”
As an independent study course
for UNHITE, a group of students
are examining the nitrate and
phosphate contents found in local
water supplies. Other students
also studying water pollution are
conducting calllform tests, which
measure the amount of bacteria
in water, especially the bacteria
types that reside in the human
intestinal region. Such tests in
dicate
the amount
of raw
sewerage that a community is
dumping into its water supply.
“ A student who would like to
take part in an independent study
for UNHITE must first receive
permission from his faculty ad
viso r,” explained Miss Winterbottom. “ He must also submits
reading list or bibliography to us
here at UNHITE’ s office InWolff
House and a prospectus of his
general program of study and re
search. A project for UNHITE
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Survival in
the Seventies
Depends Upon
Your Being
Informed

is considered independent study,
and the credit is variable.”
Miss Wlnterbottom explained
that the student working for
UNHITE does not have to com
plete his work before the En
vironmental Teach-In Apr. 22.
She explained that he may use the
entire semester to finish his
work.
“ If he wants to,” she pointed
out, “ he could work on a display
for the Teach-In to show what he
is doing and what progress he
has made so far.
UNHITE is presently working
to see that the University offers
courses in environmental studies
for next fall. “ L ife Studies,”
she said, “ has one class that
is cleaning up Barbados Pond
in Madbury. We would like to
see things like that become regu
lar courses, and we have an edu
cation committee working on it
for next fa ll.”

EARN $200.00
Agent wanted to solicit orders for
u n i q u e new l ow pr i ce d
Champagne Tone Orchid Corsage
fo r E aster. PQ March, and
Mother’s Day 10 May, delivery Is
made • direct to Recipient. No
Investment Required. Free Sales
Kit. Free Samples. Proven method
now used at Lehigh & Princteon
Universities. Write Immediately
to:

FLOW ER G IF T SE R V IC E
34 West 10th Street
New York, N .Y . 10011

of the program, a student re
ceiving a score of 460 or higher
In any of the five basic areas
of the liberal arts — humani
ties, natural sciences, social
sciences (history), English com
position, or mathematics — will
be granted specific academic
credits.
Credits earned in natural sci
ences may be used to satisfy
general education degree re
quirements in biological sci
ences Eind physical sciences and
mathematics while credits ear
ned In humanities, social sci
ences and history may be used
to meet University requirements
in arts and humanities and so
cial sciences. Credits earned
through this program in English
composition and
mathematics
may be applied to general edu
cation requirements.
Credit for demonstrated com
petency
in specific courses
through examination include: Ge
neral Chemistry, Introduction to
Economics, Test and Measure
ments, Analysis and Interpre

tation of Literature, Geology,
Western Civilization, General
Psychology and Introductory So
ciology.
The maximum credit which
may be granted through the Col
lege Level Examination program
is 64 hours or 16 courses.
The applicant for advanced
stqnding under the program must
not have been a full-time student
within two years Immediately
preceding his application for
such credit.
The test is an external one
as opposed to Internal tests given
by specific departments within
the Unvierslty, according to Sa
vage.
Such Internal tests are
those given In nursing for people
who have had Instruction In that
field outside of regularly con
ducted courses at the University.
The tests are currently given
In Boston but w ill eventually
be given in Durham through the
University Counseling and Tes
ting Center, according to Kath
leen Beckingham, supervisor of
testing.

(Continued from page 2)
scribed to him the kind of house
he wanted, Harris responded,
“ You don’t want a house, you
want an environment.”
“ It’ s
like living Inside a
sculpture,” Cohen said about the
house. “ It took me six months
to be able to stop looking and do
anything else.”
He said that Mrs. Cohen had a
difficult
time adjusting to the
openness of the house since she
is a more private person.
Mrs. Cohen, who has a mast
e r ’ s degree In dramatic litera
ture,
Is Interested in experi
mental education.
She thinks
she might become involved In the
L ife Studies Program next year.
She said about her husband that
“ relationships are probably the
most important thing to him, to be
able to grow himself and to help
other people grow.”
Mrs. Cohen said that although
she would preferto remain In one
place for awhile, she and the baby
w ill probably go to Holland with
Cohen inAugust. There are many
places
she would still like to
visit, however. Including Africa
and Indonesia.

Cohen has traveled around the
world more than once. He has
been in Hong Kong three times,
has spent a total of about two
weeks in Japan, spent three dajs
in Taiwan, has visited most of
the European capitals, and has
spent two weeks in Russia.
“ Moscow is gray,” he said,
“ The people are gray.”
He lived in the Philippines for
a year, doing research on the
managerial problems of entre
preneurs there.
He lived In India for two years,
working on faculty development
at the Managerial Institute in
Ahmedabad. He said he got to
know and love India from the ex
perience. He and his wife spent
last August there, before going
to the Netherlands.
In a tiny community In India
where Cohen did a little work on
his first trip to India, the in
habitants have put a picture of
him in their temple beside an
image of BudtHra.
Cohen himself Is deprecating
about this. “ I didn’t really do
that much there,” he said. “ I
think it me’^ely -eflects their
readiness to glorify anyu " .pav
ing attention to them.”

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE QUESTIONNAIRE
During the past week questionnaires concerning the reading period were circulated to
the university community. I f you did not receive a questionnaire and wish to make your
opinion count, just clip this out and fill the questionnaire out. All completed question
naires should,.be sent to:
T H E O F F IC E O F I N S T IT U T IO N A L R E S E A R C H A N D P L A N N IN G
T H O M PS O N H A L L
C AM PU S

Use the campus mail. You can get mail into the campus mail by just dropping it o ff at
any secretary’s office.

Dear Undergraduate:

On April 22nd the first National Environ
mental Teach-In vrill be held at colleges and
universities across the nation. If you're
asking yourself what can I do, THE EN
VIRONMENTAL HANDBOOK will serve as a
source of ideas and tactics.
other relateO title s:
THE POPULATION BOMB
by Dr. Paul R. Ehrlich (95c)
THE FRAIL OCEAN by Wesley Marx
(95c)
MOMENT IN THE SUN
by Leona & Robert Rienow (95c)
S /S /T and Sonic Boom Handbook
by William R. Shurcliff (95c)
PERILS OF THE PEACEFUL ATOM:
The Myth of Safe Nuclear Power Plants
by Richard Curtis & Elizabeth Hogan ($1.25)
Available wherever
Ujl^BALLANTINE BOOKS are sold________

The New Hampshire's

UNHITE!

This is to request your assistance with an evaluation o f our first reading period. The
primary objective o f the Senate Curriculum Committee, which is sponsoring this study, is to
determine whether or not the reading period was an educational experience worth retaining,
improving, or perhaps modifying. You are asked to give a thoughful response to the
questions listed below sojely as they apply to you. It is very important that we have as many
returns as possible to insure that the conclusions o f this study reflect the opinion o f the
student body.
1.
It is your understanding that the reading period was primarily intended to privide
(check only one);
a.
........
b.

___________an opportunity for independent research on a topic related to the course; a
formal report is to be submitted.
___________additional time for supplementary reading on those aspects o f the course o f
interest to and selected by the student.
c.
___________additional time for supplementary reading as assigned by the instructor.
d.___ additional time to prepare for finals and to complete term papers.
e.
___________other (Explain) ______ _________________________________________

2.

I f you feel that the reading period should serve a different purpose than originally
intended, please select the option which more nearly suits your preference; choose a.
through e. o f Question 1._________.

3.

Please rate the reading period
portion o f each o f the courses you
took in the adjacent table. Place
an (x ) in the appropriate boxes.

is proud to present:

Some o f the problems o f the reading period which have been brought to our attention
are listed below. Please check o ff any o f these which were significantly detrimental to
your achievements during this period.
a.

Ralph Nader
speaking on

"ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS:
M a n - m a d e and man remedied
Thursday, March 19
Admission $1.00

1:00 P.M.

___________the special assignments in some o f your courses precluded any significant effort

in your other courses.
b.
___________the need to review for finals was in conflict with the assignment o f new material
during this period.
c.
___________not enough latitude was permitted in the choice o f projects.
d^____ the resources o f the library were not sufficient to support the number o f stu
dents working on a specified project in a limited period,
e.___ others._______________________________ _________________________________ __ _____
In which o f the above courses were classes held on the regular semester schedule
during the reading period?______,_________________________________ ________ __________
Please comment on any aspect o f the reading period which you feel would be o f
interest to the Committee.________________________________ _______________________ __

UNH FIELD HO USE

Tickets Available: U N H IT E Office 8 Ballard $t.
Huddleston Hall
MUB
Dorm Representatives

Freshman_____ ; Sophomore_____ ; Junior

__ ; Senior_____ . Commuter_____ ;

Non-commuter_____ .

_. Major______________ . Your cum. g.p.a.

College____________

Tuesday, f W N n i m i K N M i March 1 7 ,1 9 7 0
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lia ^ m p s liir e
Are the whites on this campus 'racists?’
There have been quite a few
questions asked by whites on this
campus concerning black stu
dents at UNH. There are three
questions that seem to arise
more than any others, so I w ill
just talk about the three most
prevalent ones.
The first of these questions Is
‘ ‘Why do blacks always sit to
gether In the dining halls?” What
I would like to know Is why
does it bother whites that blacks
do sit together in dining halls?
Where or with whom do whites
propose the blacks should sit If
not with other blacks? Why do
whites
sit together in dining
halls?
It doesn't seem to me
that the blacks are bothered
because whites sit together in
the dining halls.
Because of the fact that blacks
do sit together in thedininghalls
some whites holler ‘ ‘Why that’ s
segregation!” Is it segregation
when whites sit together in the
dining halls? Do whites see a
problem when they see a group
of blacks sitting together in a
dining hall? Why is it so ac
ceptable for whites to sit to
gether in a dining hall and so
unacceptable for blacks to sit
together in a dining hall?
The second question that has
been asked by whites concerning
black students is “ Why don’ t
the blacks communicate more

with whites?”
What is it that
blacks should communicate to
whites about? What is it that
white people want so badly for
blacks to say to them? What
is it that the blacks on this
campus could tell the whites
that the whites don’t already
know?
I was always told that
the white man knew everything
and that the black man didn’t
know nothing. Could this have
been a lie?
Why don’ t the
whites communicate with the
blacks?
The third and final question
that I w ill talk about hasn’ t been
as prevalent as the other two.
But I do believe that this ques
tion is on the minds of a lot
of whites.
The third question
is “ Why
aren’ t
the blacks
doing anything?”
Sometimes
this question is asked as “ What
are the blacks on this campus
doing?” Would someone please
tell me what in the “ hell” it
is that the whites think that the
blacks should be doing?
So
whites want the blacks to “ riot” ?
What are the whites on this cam
pus doing? I f the blacks are
si:^posed to be doing something
then why not the whites also?
This type o f questions, spea
king from a black point o f view,
are those which I would expect
a “ racist”
to ask.
Yet the

whites get uptight every time
someone calls them racists.
Could it be that the whites on
this campus are racists?
Kentucky (Jim Moss)
316 Lord Hall

OpinioR
Editorials and cartoons are the
responsibility of the editor-inchief.
Columns and letters to
the editor are the opinions of
the authors.
No columns or
letters speak for THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE and should not be
construed as editorials. THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE editorials re
present the opinions of the pa
per as a student newspaper which
maintains no unnecessary bonds
with the University adminis
tration. THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
is published, edited, written and
produced by students for the academic community. THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE is not aligned with
any extraneous student groups
and does not necessarily rep
resent any opinion other than
its own. Dissenting opinion from
the
community
is welcome
through letters to the editor or
personal confrontations with the
editor-in-chief. A ll letters must
be signed and w ill be published
as space allows.

NEW HAMPSHIRE likened to
M anchester Union Leader
I did not like your retort
to Mr. Woods’ s letter, who hap
pened to raise some legitimate
questions concerning the “ ac
tivist” policy of your newspaper.
In your reply, I find that same
self-smug superiority that one
reads daily in the Union Leader
when they pounce upon some hap
less moderate’ s letter.
A good example of your method
was
when
you twisted Mr.
Woods’ s use of the term “ Fas
cist” to use against him. P e r
haps he should have used “ Con
servative” or “ Radical.”
At
any rate, you changed his sen
tence to infer Fascists on this
campus and then took off from
there.
He did not imply this
at all. He simply used Fascist
in a generic sense applying to
any and all campuses.
One of the lowest facets of
journalism is management of

front page news.
The Union
Leader is guilty o f this, and
obviously so are you. Do you
really think the 8,000 students
and faculty on this campus were
so wrapped up in the tribula
tions of these few GE protes
tors to make it front page stuff
for a month o r more? I doubt
it. You made it front page news
because you supported what they
were doing, not because you
thought it to be objective re
porting. When you editorialize
on the front page, that’ s ma
naged news and you are guilty
o f it, my friends, just like W illy
Loeb.
Amos Dixon
The oldest African rock pain
ting ever found has turned up
in a cave in South A frica near
where the University of Chicago
maintains an archeological site.

Speak out Black America
Why should white Amerlcapay
for what they did to the Black
people?
When I say “ pay”
I mean they should pay by giving
some, if not all, of the power
dealing with education, eco
nomics and political matters
concerning the welfare of the
Black community to the Black
community. I feel these basic
powers which go into the making
of a workable and strong com
munity are not too much to ask
for.
The forefathers of the
Black community built this coun
try with their sweat and blood.
For example, in building this
country the Blacks suffered ter
rible Inhumane treatment. What
inhumane treatment could be
worse than slavery itself?
In slavery the Blacks built the
white plantation and made the
Southern part of the country rich
with their forced and unpaid
labor. By forced labor I mean
the Black slaves were subjected
to a “ Black Code” which meant
that no Blacks could leave their
owner’ s plantation without the

We can suppress ,our indig
nation no longer.
During Educatlonal Innovation Week we

I find it necessary to respond
to the article in the Mar. 3,
1970 issue of THE NEW HAMP
SHIRE entitled’ “ Student t*am
willsCRUB College Brook.”
Although
many of the ob
jectives or projects proposed
by UNHITE may prove productive
and contribute to a better under
standing of environmental pollu
tion problems which we still face
in this country, I feel the estab
lishment of the subcommittee
SCRUBfor the restoration of an
unclean brook (College Brook)
was ill advised and unnecessary.
Apparently the individuals in
volved were not informed as to
the current sanitary quality of the
water in this stream and the real
effort that has been made by the
University and the Town of Dur
ham to free it from pollution
over the past ten or fifteen

years. I grant that we have had
serious odor and pollution prob
lems in this brook in the past
but I feel all major animal or
domestic wastes have now been
eliminated.
This was finally
accomplished when the Town of
Durham, in collaboration with
President McConnell and other
University officials, arranged to
install at considerable expense
a sewerage line up to the UNH
Dairy Barn area. When some
final connections are made in
this area this spring, to my know
ledge all drainage wastes from
the barns and all sewage from
private or University houses and
buildings bordering the brook
w ill then enter the sewer line and
w ill be treated at the Durham
Waste Treatment Plant.
I feel the University com
munity should recognize that
College Brook is essentially a

small drainage stream originat
ing just beyond the junction of
Mast Road and Route 4 which
receives considerable run-off
water from farm lands before it
enters the center of our campus.
This drainage can result in some
contamination from vegetation
and animal sources which may
at certain seasons of the year
still cause minor odor problems.
However, our goal to eliminate
all major pollution of 'College
Brook due to wastes from ani
mals and sewage from University
or private buildings has been
achieved. We shall continue to
monitor other possible sources
of pollution of this brook, but we
can do little more to further
“ SCRUB” lt at this time.
L.W . Slanetz, Dean
School of Health Studies
Health Officer,
Town of Durham
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come possible for far more
people than w ill desire — or,
some would say, ought to de
sire — a professionally oriented
education.
It seems to me that
at least two simple responses
exist to deal with the problems
such a trend implies:
either
we begin to establish two ra
dically different types o f educa
tional institutions to deal sepa
rately with professionally ori
ented and non-professlonally oriented students, or we restruc
ture the existing Institutions in
a radical fashion so as to ac
commodate both these aspira
tions.
The form er appears to
me as the less desirable for a
number of reasons.
For one
thing it separates people who al
though sometimes mutually an
tagonistic,
nevertheless could
benefit the most from well de
signed interaction. The latter
road appears to be the more
efficient and desirable one and,
in fhct, has already been taken,
although the journey along it has
been too lacking in logistic sup
port to have resulted in visible
progress. Here I refer to that
overly modest program termed
L ife Studies.'Needed are seve
ra l 'doiSen lisbre Hobby Frieds
and Paul Brockelmans — and

have listened to rhetoric hope

a

ful that students w ill become in
volved in their education, that fa
culty w ill re-define their roles
for more effectiveness, and that
courses w ill be made more into
learning experiences. And yet,
we recognize the case of a fa
culty member who is innovative
in these respects (le. Bob Win
ston) and who is being ousted
by
his department chairman
while student opposition to this
ousting goes unheeded. And when
students attempted to Initiate
a course taught by Bob Winston
through the University Senate,
the Liberal Arts chairmen re
signed over procedures used.
It Is sad for the students to find
how meaningless they, and the
proper channels for change are.
If the University was serious
in its asking for student par
ticipation and educational in
novation, it would have inter
ceded, accepted the resignations,
and filled these places with edu
cationally minded individuals,
and rehired Bob Winston. We
think it is time for the students
to be outraged by the hypocrisy
and passive role the University
forces them into while bemoaning
their lack of participation.
John Coughlin
Wayne Gagnon
Dan Maynihan
Michael Barndollar
Don Waterman
Bill Cray

commitment o f the University to
expand ahd support the program.
I would like to see a univer
sity which actively supports two
types of scholars on its campus.
One group o f scholars would
comprise those whose main, but
not necessarily exclusive, con
cern is professional training.
Such students would take a cer
tain number of courses under a
m ore-or-less traditional grad
ing system. The graded courses
would be those supposedly di
rectly related to the type ofprofessional expertise desired —
be this narrowly specialist or
broadly Interdisciplinary in na
ture.
The remainder of such
a student’ s time would be de
voted to courses under a pass
fail option.
I would like to
see around half of the course
load (yes, even i” the sciences
and engineering!) as pass-fall
with the choice being entirely
up to the student.
The other
group o f scholars would be those

A d d it io n a l MUB office
space a v a ila b le next year
I would like to advise all
student organizations on camr ,s, of the availability of ad
ditional
office space in the
Memorial Union effective the
first semester o f 1970-71. With
our expansion program com
pleted at that time we shall
have five new student offices
available for assignment. We
shall also have a large common
office area available where a
sm aller organization may re
serve a locked file cabinet and
use the desks and typewriters
which are provided.
The Memorial Union Advisory
Board (MUAB) w ill review all
student office assignments in
cluding those In the present buil
ding during A pril and May of
this year. In light of this re
view, I would like to recommend
that any student organization,
which would like to submit a
request fo r new or additional
office space, consider the mat
ter at this time.
You should
submit your request in writing
to me prior to March 27 to as

I
ask the question again
“ Should white A m erica pay for
the unjust and inhumane treat
ment of the Black people?” My
answer is “ white Am erica should
pay for the unjust and inhumane
treatment of the Black people
o r burn to the ground.”
I
mean by this that I am a Black
man who deserves the rights of
a white man, and I mean to get
what I deserve. I feel a man
is a man and should be treated
like a man no matter what his
color or race.
If this is the
place “ of the home of the free,
the land o f the brave,” then
white America must stop treating
my people as smimals and start
giving them respect and their
rights as human beings or white
A m erica must burn.

specialization and general education
Ted Hommel made some very
interesting suggestions in his
letter o f March 6 prompting me
to offer some of my own which
have been taking form duringthe
past few years. Some o f these,
I must confess, I would have
been strongly opposed toless than
five years ago.
A s Jenks and Riesman have
documented, higher education in
the U.S. has long tended to be
highly
oriented
toward pro
fessional training. Whereas the
emphasis once was on training
clergymen and lawyers, late
years have seen an emphasis on
the production of scientists, en
gineers and accountants. For
various and sometimes complex
reasons these days are probably
gone forever. Opportunities for
a college education have nowbe-

hypocrisy

Health officer claims m ajor pollutants
o f College Brook hove been eliminated

Rights Laws and Housing Acts
necessary?
If a man is free,
why are such laws necessary?
Could the problem be that A merlca is racist, and admits
its racist nature by passing such
laws which enable a human to
eat when he is hungry, use the
toilet when he has to use it,
and be able to die beside a fellow
white soldier.

Call for two types o f scholarship:

O u tr a g e d by

Approximately 300 students attended the President's Convocation at the Field House last week to hear a
student/faculty panel speak as part o f Educational Innovations Week.
photo b y Hendrick

owner’ s permission.
In 1863
Lincoln supposedly
freed the
slaves,
but I ask “ W ere the
slaves really set free?”
My personal answer to this
question is “ No.”
These in
humane Black codes and laws
were still being made and en
forced
even
after the Black
people received their “ free
dom.”
For example, laws pro
hibited interracial
marriage,
prevented Blacks being served
at
certain restaurants, pre
vented them from going to cer
tain schools,
and prohibited
Black men from being able to
serve at the side o f a white man
in the armed forces (desegrega
tion of troops did not occur until
1947). In our society segrega
tion laws have been abolished le
gally, but in practicality they
still exist.
In such places as
Mississippi-, South Carolina, and
Utah it has been proven to be
this way.
For example, the
Mississippi R iver is dragged
every year and hundreds of Black
bodies -are still being found in
the riv er bed.
If the Black people were set
free after the Civil War, why
in the late 1960’ s were C ivil

sure they can be compiled for
the Memorial Union Advisory
Board review.
The MUAB uses the following
criteria to jusge the melts of
each request:
a. Educational value
b. Proposed use of the area
and possibility of other
facilities
c. Number of activities in
the past
d. Number of students af
fected
e. Size of the organization
I would suggest that you submit
your request with these criteria
in mind.
I f you have already submitted
a request to me in the past six
months it is on file and will
be submitted to the Memorial
Union Advisory Board. If you
would like to revise your request
you may do so at this time.
If you have any questions about
this
procedure
or
the of
fice spaces available, please feel
free to contact me.
Wayne W. Justham

firm

doilars-on-the-counter

with interests other than profes
sional training.
The students
in this program would have the
option o f taking all their courses
under a pass-fail option. A l
though it might be wise to have
available some suggested broad
outlines of model programs, I
would like to have it understood
that individuals have virtually
free rein in tailoring their own
programs. The role of faculty
advisers, although an important
one, would be strictly to advise
and never to approve or dis
approve of choices.
The lat
ter group of scholars could take
any course in the University
(including those geared to pro
fessional goals), but the program
would get its real vitality from
courses such as now given in
the Life Studies Program, cer
tain existing courses in Liberal
A rts and, perhaps most impor
tant, new courses arising from
educational innovations yet un
tried or unthought o'f. To ac
commodate those students who,
after an initial trial period in
the non-professional program
decide to work for a professio
nal degree, realfttlc provision
must be made for changeover.
Guidelines as to how to do this
fairly would not be easy to es
tablish, but some sort of wor
kable scheme should be possible.
In the imal analysis, all that
is needed to restructure the Uni
versity to better meet the needs
of today and tomorrow is par
ticipants with the patience, ob
jectivity and enthusiasm to tac
kle the problem and to work with
people displaying a diversity of
ideas, opinions and philosophies.
I f the end result of such attempts
were to be the formation of
two antagonistic and uncoopera
tive subunits sharing the same
physical plant (and nothing else!)
then man may very well be
descended from fallen angels
and not, as Robert Ardrey so
eloquently maintains, risen from
killer apes. This is not to say
that conflict should or even could
be completely avoided. The real
question is how does one res
pond to conflict— by growing and
progressing or by tilting at wind
mills?
Frank L . Pilar
Professor of Chemistry

road to freedom
“ Forced Busing: Is It Wrong?”
Recently, Governor Claude
Kirk addressed UNH students and
faculty on the federal courts’
decisions involving forced bus
ing to achieve racial balance
in
Florida’ s public schools.
Kirk had an excellent oppor
tunity to present his opinions on
the subject. He could have given
a convincing argument for those
who are opposed to forced bus
ing, but he failed to reach his
audience,
and probably even
pushed some uncommitted in
dividuals over to the pro-bus
ing position.
Clearly and simply, the ar
gument should have gone as fol
lows:
1.) - TIME; a) it is physical
ly impossible to comply with the
court decisions by February 1,
as the necessary funds are just
not available at this time, and b)
1 is not morally justified to break
up the school year for thousands
of Florida students. (Suppose,
for a moment, that you are a high
school senior. You’ ve been at
tending the same school for 31/2
years.
You’ ve made friends,
developed meaningful relation
ships. You know your teachers,
and you know what they expect
of you. You’ re involved in extra
curricular activities — on the
basketball team, the debate so
ciety, etc. You even write for
the school newspaper. You’ re
adjusted to the way things are,
and fully expect to graduate from
YOUR high school, class of 1970,
Right? Wrong! A federal dis
trict court declares your county
to be racially imbalanced, and

forced busing is ordered. NOT
in September, but NOW! Some
150 students from your high
school w ill be bussed 15 miles
to another high school (including
32 seniors). And guess what?
You’ re one of the lucky 32!
Your name has been selected at
random. Like the prospect???
Think about it.)
2.
) - AUTHORITY; What, ex
actly, is the jurisdiction of the
courts in this matter? A re they
interpreting law, or making it?
What are 4hey declaring Invalid?
existing population distribution?
3.) - FREEDOM; Does the
government have the right to tell
parents which schools their chil
dren must attend? Should the
government have this power?
This applies to public schools,
especially, as many families
simply can’ t afford the cost of
private education.
Shouldn’ t
children be able to attend ‘ any’
certified educational Institution
(Including P.S. 3, ‘ o r’ P.S. 6)?
Shouldn’t government coercion
be removed, and people be al-.
lowed the utmost freedom (in
cluding ‘ voluntary busing,” if
that’ s what they want)? Volun
tary association is not segrega
tion; it’ s uncoerced Integration.
It’ s unfortunate that Governor
Kirk didn’ t present the best ar
guments he could have, but it’ s
equally unfortunate that many in
dividuals who attended'his speech
went there with totally closed
minds.
Because if Gov. Kirk
is ignored in 1970, then George
Wallaqe won’t be in 1972. And,
unlike Kirk, Wallace IS a racist.
Bob Faulklngham UNHYAF
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Letters To The Editor

Sitarist Mahmud Mirza
will appear here Tuesday

Student power in a d m inistratio n real issue o f English Dept, forum
I would like to comment upon
the
article entitled “ English
Chairman
Richardson Would
Exert Pressure to Lim it En
rollment” in the March 6 issue
o f THE NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Like Tom Keller, who covered
the forum, I too was present at
the meeting, and although it is
true that I had to leave toward
the end of the second hour of the
meeting, I do not believe I missed
anything crucial. Just to make
sure,
I listened to the tapes
recorded at the forum. But un
like Keller, when I left that
forum I did not go away with the
impression that it had been about
the problem of over-enrollment
in theCollege of LlberalArtsand
the difficulties of finding seats
for students in the American
Literature courses. Not by any
means.
What I have to say about Kel
le r 's reporting may be applied

Art center
will _present
‘Great Bay^
exhibition
The Scudder Gallery of Paul
Creative Arts Center w ill be pre
senting “ The Great Bay — A
Visual History,” an exhibition
scheduled for Apr. 10 through
May 18,
1970. According to
Ray Elmore, exhibition coordina
tor, “ Through the assemblance
of prints, drawings, and paint
ings, we hope to depict the growth
o f the Great Bay area from colo
nial times to present day.”
Materials are being gathered
from public and private institu
tions, but the gallery hopes to
borrow works from area resi
dents. “ We are looking for land
scapes, town views, maps, and
portraits relating to the Great
Bay,” said Elmore. This in
cludes the communities of Ports
mouth, Dover, Durham, New
market, Exeter, Stratham, and
Newington.
Elmore says that all works will
be insured, and response should
be directed to Ray Elmore, ex
hibition coordinator, Scudder
. Gallery, by letter or by calling
862-2190 or 862-2191 as soon as
possible.

to all selection and organization
of strictly factual, objective in
formation for the purpose of
public enlightenment, so he need
n’ t feel it necessary to defend
himself. His reasons for choos
ing the issue o f enrollment as
the center of focus for his article
are understandable, no doubt.
The comment made by Professor
Richardson about over-enroll
ment is probably the most crys
tallized statement o f a solution
to one of the pressing prob
lems of departmental adminis
tration.
It makes good copy;
it is something that the public
can bite into.
But, to Ignore
the topic of student participa
tion in administrative matters
almost entirely (except for a
cursory one paragraph, two-line
concession) is, in a very subtle
sense, a distortion of the truth.
K eller has completely avoided
mentioning the event that I feel
precipitated this forum. “ The
Winston Issue” and more funda
mentally, the problem o f student
power with specific regard to
student participation in such ad
ministrative matters as deciding
who should get tenure in a depart
ment and who should be fired,
etc., has been much in the avant
o f all administration and stu
dent interactions lately. Conse
quently, I did not think it in any
way tangential or accidental when
the first question of the forum
(also from a student) was testily
directed to Dr. Richardson, who
defensively began his answer by
making it public that he was not

the moderator. Yet despite this
disavowal of responsibility, most
o f the questions raised during
this “ moderatorless”
forum
were in fact addressed to Dr.
Richardson, who if I may be per
mitted to add rather Irrelevantly,
had turned in his resignation the
week before with the rest of his
colleagues over an issue that was
very much concerned with the
role of student voice in adminis
trative matters.
I don’ t think
that I am reading more into the
situation than was actually there,
certainly not anymore so than
Tom Keller when he decided
to focus his rendition of what
took place on the problem of
over-enrollment.
I can’ t help noticing that not
one single quote from a student
has been reproduced in the K eller
article, although students were
by no means silent that day.
L isa Buss, an important person
In the English Department joint
committee of students and faculty
was extremely talkative.
She
brought up the delicate issue of
tokenism
with regard to socalled student participation in
administrative matters in the
English Department, and I don’ t
see howher vociferousness could
have been missed, by anyone
there, least of all by a reporter
of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Another student, whose name
I don’t know, but certainly would
have made it a point to find out If
I had been responsible for re
porting on this forum, answered
Dr. Richardson’ s comment that

Students have an active role in
the selecting o f faculty by stating
that he had taken three courses
in English and two of the teach
ers he had studied with had been
fired. He regretted that he had
not been consulted in either case.
At this point in the discus
sion, the problem ofhow to gather
student
evaluation of faculty
members was argued, as Tom
K eller responsibly points out in
his article. However, following
this Interchange, in which stu
dents were enlightened as to the
reason why the student-faculty
joint committee was contacted
for their opinion on who should be
given tenure, who should be fired,
and who should be employed,
after the decisions had already
been made and sent into the
Dean (bad timing, as Richardson
explained in the article by Kel
ler)
the charge of tokenism
was leveled at Dr. Richardson
once again, and his answer was
an honest one in my estimation.
He said that he did not Intend
that the joint committee would
be a token one.
The preceding encounter was
followed by one between Dr.
Richardson and instructor John
Hanrahan, who pointed out that
it really doesn’t matter whether
the students are consulted or not
about promotion and tenure, as
the entire Issue ofpromotion and
rehiring
Is ultimately in the
hands of the Dean, who doesn’ t
give a damn if someone is a good
teacher; he is only concerned
with the cold fact of whether or

not the man in question has pub
lished or whether he has finished
his doctoral degree. Hanrahan,
who is to lose his'job precisely
because he hasn’ t finished his
doctorate, regardless of the fact
that he is known to be an ex
cellent teacher, concluded by
saying that no amount o f favor
able evaluation from the students
in his case could do anything to
help him keep his job. Richard
son agreed that wlien it came to
these two criteria o f advance
ment, degrees and publishing,
there was little that the depart
ment could do in the face of
administrative disapproval on a
higher level.
These were the Issues that I
heard discussed at the English
forum on Tuesday, the kinds of
Issues that are being worked over
in every department at present,
or certainly will be, and here
is where the reporter’ s discern
ing eye should have been focused.
To Ignore these kinds of issues,
for what ever reason, is a dis
tortion of the facts.
Gene Davis
English Department

Planning
Committee
The Academic Planning Com
mittee w ill sponsor an open hear
ing on faculty teaching loads,
class sizes, and related matters,
tomorrow from 3:30 - 5 p.m.
in Room 210, Murkland Hall.

Bulletinboard
Indian Film
The Indian Forum of UNH w ill
present an Indian movie entitled
“ Sujada,” Thursday at 7 p.m.
in Howes Auditorium, Demerrltt
Hall. This movie has won many
national
and International awards, and deals with the Indian
culture and way of life. Tickets
are available at the Foreign
Student Office.
Young Democrats
The Young Democrats will
conduct an organizational meet
ing Thursday at 4 p.m. in the
Belknap Room of the Memorial
Union. A ll interested students
are invited to attend. O fficers
w ill be elected.

Contemporary Dance Group
The
Contemporary
Dance
Group will present a springconcert A pril 17 at 8 p.m. In John
son Theater. There w ill be an
open dress rehearsal A pril 16
at Johnson Theater.
Books Needed
Books are needed to start a
library for the Naskapi Indians
in North-West River, Labrador.
Anything can be used: maga
zines,
comics,
paperbacks,
hardbacks, especially children’ s
books. Collection boxes w ill be
in dorms, the Union, and Room
209-C, M orrill Hall, from Apr.
5-16. For further Information,

contact
1604.

Jan

Indian sitarist, Mahmud Mlrjsa
w ill appear Tuesday evening.
Mar. 24, at 8;15 in Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center. The concert, presented
through Tornay Management and
the
Blue and White Concert
Series, is part of M lrza’ s first
North American tour of 1970.
Mirza first discovered the
sitar under the tutelage of his
uncle, Hyder Hussain, noted In
dian sitarist, and he gave his
first public performance at the
age of 11. A fter appearing in a
nationwide sitar competition,
M irza joined the A ll India Radio
Staff where he served for 10
years.
He became a disciple of Pandit
Jlwan Lall Mattoo under whom he
“ imbibed the seriousness and

Pollution
(Continued from page 3)
the pollution plague w ill kill
billions.*
“ Pollution began somewhere.
Where? When? Why?*
“ It has spread all over the
Western world. It Is now spread
ing over the entire w orld.*
• “ It w ill not be stopped as long
as those who spread the plague,
who train expert carriers of the
plague, and who heap honors of all
kinds upon those who are most
successful in disseminating the
plague, are ignored.”

Depressed?

Brinkerhoff, 862-

the sophistication of the raga
system still further.”
Mirza has taught at the Uni
versity of Delhi, and has ap
peared in concert throughout the
world during 1968-69.
Tickets for the performance
may be obtained in the Ticket
Office,
Rooms 209 and 212,
Huddleston Hall, between 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m. For further informa
tion, call 862-2031.

Ever since
you were
a tiny girl,
you’ve dreamed
of a June
wedding.
The Summer
issue of

MODERN
BRIDE
makes your
dream
come
Perfectly
true.
A t your
)u ir.^s^alilt iioir.'

MUSO Films
The Memorial Union Student
Organization w ill present “ He
and She,” a film about a house
wife who suddenly learns about
the world around her, tonight at
7:00 in Room 4, Social Science
Center.
Tomorrow at 7 p.m.
in the Strafford Room of the
Union,
MUSO
w ill present
“ Cassisy of Bar 20”
and a
Roadrunner cartoon. Admission
w ill be $.50. The film Thurs
day night at 7:00 p.m. inRoom4,
Social Science Center, will be
“ Before the Revolution.” Ad
mission will be $1.00.

call

COOL-AID
day and night

868-5600

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
MAGAZINE
(with a little help from our friends)

We need articles, f ic 
tio n , poe try, art w o rk
and technical assistance
if TH E NEW H A M P 
SH IR E M A G A Z IN E is
ever to be published. If
you w a nt to help con
tact M ike Comendul or
M ike Painchaud at TH E
NEW H A M P SH IR E o f
fice, M UB 120. Or Call
862-1490.

IS coming
PIZZA DEN

announces
w e ’re no w serving
Sirloin steak
french fries, solad
bread and butter
$1.75

This ^^patch”

Great Ihung Britain!

identifies
the world’s best
beer drinkers!
ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. • ST. LOUIS

For the price of a stamp, we’ll clue
you in on the British scene.
Naming names of the spots only
we local folk are “ in” on.
We’ll tell you about our native
haunts. The pubs. Coffeehouses. Dis
cotheques. Boutiques. And the like.
We’ll tell you where you can beddown for $2 a night, breakfast in
cluded. And chow-down for $1.
We’ll tell you about the “ doings”
in the theatre. So you can see Broad
way hits long before they break on
Broadway. (Tickets; 90^.)

We’ll tell you about a crazy little
$30 ticket that’ll buy you 1,100 miles
of rail and boat travel.
And fill you in on all kinds of tours
planned especially for the college
crowd.
We’ll even show you how to make
it through Shakespeare country.
Even if you couldn’t make it through
Shakespeare in class.
We’ve got hundreds of ideas. A ll
wrapped up in our free book: Great
Young Britain. 20 pages big. With
over 50 color photos.

It’s yours for the asking. Mail the
coupon. And see your travel agent.
I---------------------------------------------------------- 1
British Tourist Authority
Box 4100, New York, N.Y. 10017
Send me your free book: Great

Young Britain.
Name.__________________________ _
College—
AddressCity____
_Zip_
L ----------------------------------------------- 1
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H air

Hair

H air H a ir

by Pat Bowie
Fine Arts Editor
The creators of “ H air,” Gerome Ragne and James Rado, call
it “ The American Tribal LoveRock Musical.”
Boston Globe
critic Kevin Kelly says that love
Is what It’ s all about. But love
isn’ t what It’ s all about. ( “ Hair”
is the Swedish word for “ hate.” )
"H a ir” is about love, life, war,
death — everything and anything.
To quote a fellow critic, “ There
are
no more sacred cows.”
There is nothing left untouched.
And
that Is the beauty of
“ Hair.” Each production isnew
and different, localized to the
city and stage where it Is per
formed. “ Hair” opened in Bos
ton last week,, after a series of
casting problems and the threat
of being banned by the city.
(The show “ goes to court” after
Apr. 1 when the board meets
to review it.)
Each cast does its own thing,
and the Boston troupe has done
Its. Changes from the New York
production are evident.
The
play is continually updated to
make it immediate.
For ex
ample, the lyrics to a song
called “ Initials”
have been
changed to allow “ Tricky Dick”
to take the “ IRT down to Fourth
Street USA,” instead o f his pre
decessor, LBJ.
What “ Hair” seems to be doing
is trying to visualize what Am
erican life really is, through
music, lyrics, and dance. Am
erica is drugs, the draft, the
generation gap,
adolescence,
pollution, war, corruption, death.
It is also love, beauty, and music.
The plot is thin if not non

Hair Hair

Hair

Hair Hair

H a ir

Hair

Then
peace will
guide the

When the
moon is
in the 7th
house and

planets and
love will

Jupiter aligns
with Mars
morally, religiously, politically,
and logically. The viewer has
no way to escape — "H a ir” is
happening all around him.
Tlie stage, a perfect example
of “ visual pollution,” extends
out, then up to the second bal
cony. Actors and actressesclimb
ladders and catwalks singing,
laughing, handing out flowers,
and talking with the audience.
There
is someone
on stage
screaming “ Hello second bal
cony” and the second balfony
finds itself answering “ Hello
stage.”
And then in one amorphous
moment, the play opens ^1 around, from every part of the
theater, with an invocation to
“ Aquarius.” People are danc
ing, sitting, smiling, moving
everywhere on stage. There are

steer the stars
“ Richard Nixon is Rosemary’ s
Baby”
(to name only a few).
The “ tribe”
attends a “ bein,” takes Claude on a trip,
and burns draft cards. And to
say what? That there is some
thing wrong with America.
But there are flaws too. The
band, artfully hidden in the dark
ness of stage left, is so loud
that the words to some of the
Important songs in the play are

Copy Readers
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Advertising Associate
Name ■
___________

Ass’t Photography Editor
Productions Editor
Sports Editor

Home address

lost. Listening to the recording
is almost mandatory to catch the
significance of certain lines and
gestures. Some of the transitions
from scene to scene and from
song to song are contrived. But
then, “ Hair” Itself is contrived.
Song lyrics are the Important
things In “ Hair.” “ A ir ” knocks
pollution,
“ Hashish”
is an
answer to alcohol
“ Colored
Spade” focuses on every name
for “ black” to be found.
Placed purposely back to back
are the songs, "T h ree-F lveZ ero-Z ero” and “ What a Piece
of Work is Man” — one de
picting the ugliness of man, the
other his beauty.
The songs
seem to be saying, “ Man, you’ re
destroying yourselves,”
with
such lyrics as
“ We starve/
look at one another short of
breath/ walking proudly in our
winter coats/ wearing smells of
lab’ ratories/ facing a dying na
tion. . .”
“ Hair” isn’ t all about love.
There is a fine line between the
comedy and the tragedy o f it all.
One Boston reviewer calls it
“ ugly and depressing,” and in a
way he is right.
Despite its happy music, en
thusiastic singing and dancing,
and the earthy, often dirty, jokes,
“ Hair” tells it like it is. Am
erica isn’ t nice all the time.
Like Claude, we are left groping
for the answers which never
come: “ I fashion my future on
films in space/ Silence tells me
secretly
everything,
every
thing.”

Ass’t Sports Editor
Paid Reporters
Cartoonist
Circulation Manager
Secretary

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE will accept student applications for positions on next year’s staff.
Approximately 30 positions, ranging from reporter to editor, will be vacant by April 21.
Some positions are paid, others are not. Experience is unnecessary. Desire to learn while
working is essential. Education is what you want to make it. Think about it.

H O P A L O N G C A S S ID Y
N E X T T O O G U N Q U IT P L A YH O U SE
O G U N Q U IT , M A IN E

_ M a jo r ____________________

Italian Food

Campus p h o n e_

Hair

THE
NEW
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Photography Editor

Campus address

H air

James Rado and Jerome Ragni, stars o f "H air's" original broadway cast, have once again combined
talents to produce a record album called "disenH AIRited". Critics have praised the album as an
extension, amplification, and continuation o f "H air".

POSITIONS A V A IL A B L E

Ass’t News Editor
Copy Editor

Hair Hair

brilliant
lighting
effects —
colored and black lights, and two
fantastic strobe light sequences
during the second “ act.”
The famous nude scene at the
end of the first act is taste
fully done and is not offensive
to the o ver-30 group which com
prised a surprising percentage
of the audience.
Student pickets cry “ Banned in
Boston,” “ Lay don’ t slay,” and

Positions available on
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor

H air Hair

existent.
Claude Hooper Bukowskl has dropped out o f school
and faces the draft and life itself
with trepidation. “ Where do I
go?”
Pregnant Jeanie loves
Claude, but Claude lives with
Sheila and Woof. And so it goes.
“ Hair” becomes a sequence of
events in the life of Claude
Hooper Bukowski.
The Boston production at the
Wilbur Theater is an assault.
“ Hair”
assaults the viewer

S T R A F F O R D RO O M

Steak

Lobster — Pizza

Class

WED. F O R 50(^

R eservations 2 0 7 -6 4 6 -7 0 7 1

.Home phone_____________

O pen A ll Year
David Jutras

_______Age________Accum.

Position on staff you are interested in (please list alternatives)

COMES T O T H E

Paul Jutras

Richard Tw om ey

at 7:00
M.U.S.O.

NADER - NA DER - NA DER - NA DER - NA DER - NADER

On reverse side, in three paragraphs o f your best journalistic style,
state why you Want the position and your qualifications.

We urge every UNH student to hear Ralph Nader Thurs. We did at

Return this form to THE NEW HAM PSHIRE office. Room 120,
Memorial Union Building, in person or by mail before Wednesday, April
15, 1970.

Michigan last week; and he's current, relevant, and truly zeroes in. His
speech is misnamed. It should read

The new Editor-in-Chief will be selected on April 21. He will appoint
remaining positions on the paper by April 28.
The new staff will put their first paper out on May 5,1970.

‘Corporate Violence —
This is

I

a SPECIAL REBROADCAST of

Technological Pornography’

PAUL M cCa r t n e y . . .
IF YO U C A N 'T A F F O R D THE ONE BUCK, COME BY

A DAY IN THE DEATH’

TH E U N H ITE O FFIC E

S

You Should Not Miss If!!!

X*

X;

NAN W IN TER B O TTO M

JOEL NELSON

JON SEAVER

M A R IA N N E DAME

R A Y M ATHESON

B ILL HEAD

DON LEUCHS

M A R Y YOUNG

Wednesday night, March 18th, at 7:00
on WUNH-90.3 FM or 630 AM

NADER - NA DER - NADER - NADER - NA DER - NADER

